THE

PERMAH
WELLBEING
SURVEY

DO YOU NEED YOUR PEOPLE TO
FEEL BETTER AND FUNCTION
MORE EFFECTIVELY?

GIVE YOUR TEAM THEIR OWN CREDIBLE, CONFIDENTIAL, AND ACTIONABLE WELLBEING RESULTS IMMEDIATELY.
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WHY IS CARING FOR WELLBEING CHALLENGING?
We once asked Professor Martin Seligman – one of the world’s leading wellbeing experts – what would be the best way to improve wellbeing
in workplaces? He said… “Measure it. Then people will take action into their own hands.” We agree. But here’s what most workplace
wellbeing measures, tools, and programs won’t tell you: truly improving your people’s wellbeing is challenging. Why?

Chasing perfect wellbeing
scores is unrealistic
and unhealthy.

Stress and struggle are
not signs that your
people are breaking.

Caring for wellbeing
is not an individual,
one-off exercise.

It is healthy for people’s levels of
wellbeing to ebb and flow as they
navigate the inevitable ups and
downs of work and life. Rather than
chasing ever-higher levels of
wellbeing, your goal should be
helping your people to improve their
ability, motivation, and sense of
psychological safety to actively and
intelligently care for their wellbeing,
even during times of challenge.

Feelings of struggle and stress don’t have
to undermine your people’s wellbeing or
performance – provided they know how
to respond to these signs as
opportunities for learning and growth.
Normalizing struggle frees your people
to talk more openly and honestly about
the wellbeing problems they’re facing
and the mistakes they’re making, and
to support each other in ways that can
improve their ability, motivation, and
sense of psychological safety.

Wellbeing beliefs, experiences, and
behaviors spread through a
complicated web of social
connections; no one cares for their
wellbeing alone. Building a thriving
workplace environment relies
on you providing diverse and
sustained support for your people,
teams, and your entire workplace to
take tiny, but mighty, daily actions to
care for their wellbeing.

Are you clear on how
you’ll measure success?

What messages are you
sending about struggle?

Are you taking a dynamic
systems lens to wellbeing?

So how can The PERMAH Wellbeing Survey make these challenges easier to navigate?
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOUR PEOPLE CARE FOR THEIR WELLBEING?
The PERMAH Wellbeing Survey takes less than five minutes to complete and gives your people immediate access to credible, confidential, and
actionable wellbeing results. At the click of a button, your people will be provided with their own personalized wellbeing coaching report, based
on Professor Martin Seligman’s world-renowned “PERMAH” wellbeing framework, to assess and adjust their levels of:

P
POSITIVE EMOTIONS

E
ENGAGEMENT

Boost resilience by
Improve confidence
lowering stress and
and creativity by
mindfully navigating
developing people’s
emotions, even when neurological strengths,
people feel
even if they don’t
overwhelmed.
love their job yet.

R

M

RELATIONSHIPS

MEANING

Fuel psychological
safety by creating
better connections,
even if unintended
rudeness has seeped
into your culture.

Make work
meaningful without
making it obsessive,
even if people are
at risk of burning
themselves out.

A
ACCOMPLISHMENT

H
HEALTH

Build grit by practicing
Maximize people’s
energy throughout
growth mindsets and
self-compassion, even
the day by eating,
when the pressure to moving, and recovering
deliver can feel
wisely, even when
paralyzing.
they are busy.

In addition to providing a wealth of personalized data, the PERMAH Wellbeing Survey also allows your people to set personally
meaningful wellbeing goals that they want to – and are able to – stick with, and to create tiny daily wellbeing actions by choosing from
200+ evidence-based wellbeing activities.
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WHAT WORKPLACE WELLBEING SERVICES DO WE OFFER?
Mindful of the remote, overwhelmed, and cost-conscious reality workplaces are facing, we design wellbeing services that can be delivered in
short, powerful, socially interactive boosts that are immediately actionable and tailored to the unfolding challenges.

Testing Kit
PERMAH Wellbeing Survey

Get reliable, confidential
and actionable insights on
how your people, teams
and workplace are doing
when it comes to
wellbeing and how it is
impacting performance in
just 5 minutes with our
PERMAH Wellbeing
Survey.

The Check Up
Survey Debriefs
Support your people’s
wellbeing with private,
personal, 20 minute
wellbeing consultations
with our qualified
experts to review their
survey results and
answer any questions
they may have about
caring for their
wellbeing.

Booster Shots
Coaching
Help your people build
their confidence and
motivation to care for
their wellbeing by
providing confidential 60
minute, one-on-one
coaching sessions with
our highly sought
wellbeing experts.

Regular Dose
Wellbeing Fast Tracks
Ensure your leaders and
teams can support each
other’s wellbeing by
providing an evidencebased toolbox to tiny
everyday wellbeing
practices with this live
online 7 x 30 minute
workshop series.*

* Our intellectual property is yours to keep and use internally as you wish. It our goal to help you to be as self-sufficient as you need.
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU TEST & TRACK WORKPLACE WELLBEING?
More than 80,000 workers around the world have completed the five-minute PERMAH Wellbeing Survey to quickly and reliably provide
immediate, confidential and actionable insights. Created in partnership with Dr. Peggy Kern from Melbourne University, at the click of a button
you can tailor the survey to your workplace, easily share it with as many workers as you wish to measure, track the results in real time and
receive beautifully prepared results you can debrief with our workplace wellbeing experts. Best of all every worker immediately receives a
personalized wellbeing report with small, everyday, evidence-based ideas they can use to improve their wellbeing.
CLICK HERE TO SEE A SAMPLE EMPLOYEE REPORT

CLICK HERE TO SEE A SAMPLE WORKPLACE REPORT

c

Your people can take the PERMAH Wellbeing Survey as often as they
want to see how they are improving. They’ll also be able to access
free bonus wellbeing tools – including podcasts and cheat sheets from
the world’s leading wellbeing researchers.

Each time you want to gather data you can quickly and easily add
extra demographic and general questions to the survey, set dates for
data collection, and send a unique url to anyone you want to complete
the survey. As soon as your survey closes a beautifully designed PDF
report and a deidentified .csv file is available for you.
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WHAT DOES THE PERMAH WELLBEING SURVEY COST?
Select The PERMAH Wellbeing Survey license period that that best suits your needs. Please note you only need one license. If you would
like to gather data and automatically generate reports for specific divisions, team or locations this can be done in the next section for much
less than the cost of additional licenses.
PERMAH Wellbeing Survey License

Price

Total

3 Months License:
• Unlimited users, unlimited use
• Add up to 3 demographic + 3 general questions
• Instant reporting for employees and your workplace

$ 497.00

$

6 Months License:
• Unlimited users, unlimited use
• Add up to 3 demographic + 3 general questions
• Instant reporting for employees and your workplace

$ 797.00

$

12 Months License:
• Unlimited users, unlimited use
• Add up to 3 demographic + 3 general questions
• Instant reporting for employees and your workplace

$997.00

$

Total Cost: PERMAH Wellbeing Survey License

$

*Please note GST is included in these costs.
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HOW CAN WE TAILOR THE PERMAH WELLBEING SURVEY FOR YOU?
We are committed to co-creating solutions that meet the unique requirements of each of our clients. If your workplace has specific needs for the
PERMAH Wellbeing Survey just ask. Popular tailored additions include:

Additional Data Gathering

Additional Reporting

Additional Analysis

Add 10 Questions

Divisions/Teams/Locations Reports

Leadership/Board Debrief

Do you need to add additional questions
to the PERMAH Wellbeing Survey than
the 3 additional demographic and 3
additional general questions provided
with your license? This pack allows you
to add up to 10 additional questions
(scales, multiple choice, single choice or
free text).

Do you want specific divisions, teams,
leaders or locations to have access to
automatically generated reports of their
aggregated wellbeing results? Just let
us know how many unique reports you
need and we will help you gather the
data and deliver the reports at the touch
of a button.

Would you like our wellbeing workplace
experts to provide a deeper debrief of
your results and recommendations for
action in either a 60 minute presentation
or a written report. If you want both or
require multiple presentations or reports
for different divisions, teams or locations
just select the quantity you need.

Add 11 - 20 Questions

Aggregated Workplace Report

Tailored In-Depth Analysis

Do you want to maximize the opportunity
to gather data on how you’re people are
feeling? This pack allows you to add 11
– 20 additional questions (scales,
multiple choice, single choice or free
text) to The PERMAH Wellbeing Survey.

Are you gathering and reporting data by
specific divisions, teams, leaders or
locations but still need one aggregated
report of the wellbeing results for your
entire workplace? Just let us know that
and we’ll pull all of the data into one
aggregated workplace report for you.

Would you like our wellbeing workplace
analysts to dig deeper into your data and
provide insights by demographic groups,
reflect on trends over different time
periods, or report on the additional
questions you’d added? Just let us
know what you need and we’ll provide a
quote to you for this analysis.
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WHAT DOES IT COST TO TAILOR THE SURVEY?
You’ve already selected your desired PERMAH Wellbeing Survey license which should cover most of your needs, but if you’d like to tailor the
Survey just select the additions you require below (otherwise skip this step and move to the next page).
PERMAH Wellbeing Survey Additions (Optional)

Quantity

Price

Total

Up to 10 Additional Questions
• Add up to 10 additional demographic or general questions

0

$1,000.00

$

11 – 20 Additional Questions
• Add up to 11 – 20 additional demographic or general questions

0

$1,500.00

$

Add team/division/location reports
• Automatically generate team/division/location PDF reports for your workplace $299 per additional team/division/location report

0

$ 299.00

$

Aggregated Workplace Report
• Aggregate multiple teams/divisions/locations into one overall workplace report

0

$1450.00

$

Leadership/Board Debrief
• Leadership/Board Analysis Debrief of your results with our experts – written or
verbal - $997 per debrief

0

$997.00

$

Tailored In-Depth Analysis
• Additional analysis across demographics, time periods and/or additional questions
that have been added.

0

POA

$POA

Total Cost: PERMAH Wellbeing Survey Additions

$

*Please note GST is included in these costs.
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HOW MIGHT OUR SURVEY DEBRIEFS & COACHING HELP?
While it is healthy for your workers’ levels of wellbeing will ebb and flow based on what is happening in the world around them, your goal
should be to help your people improve their levels of wellbeing ability and motivation so they can more confidently navigate the highs and
lows we all experience. Studies suggest that one of the best ways to do this is by providing them with wellbeing coaching. Led by our highly
sought after wellbeing coaches, our confidential one-on-one survey debriefs and wellbeing coaching sessions are designed to help your
workers become more intelligent and active participants in caring for their wellbeing without the stigma or limitations of EAP Services.
20 MINUTE WELLBEING DEBRIEFS

Our confidential, one-on-one, 20-minute PERMAH Wellbeing Survey
Debriefs are designed to answer any questions your workers have
about their personal survey results. Led by our workplace wellbeing
experts we help your workers understand where to focus their efforts
for maximum impact.

60 MINUTE WELLBEING COACHING SESSIONS

Our confidential, one-on-one, 60 minute PERMAH Wellbeing Coaching
Sessions are design to help your workers turn their wellbeing goals into
actions. Led by our workplace wellbeing coaches we help your
workers to design tiny daily wellbeing habits and make sure they have
the learning tools they need to sustain the practices.
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HOW MIGHT OUR PERMAH WELLBEING FAST TRACKS HELP?
Our 7 x 30 minute live online PERMAH Wellbeing Fast Tracks designed to break the science of wellbeing down into tiny habits that your
people can immediately apply to help them quickly build the skills to they need to stress less, leverage their neurological strengths, connect
with anyone (yes even the most difficult colleagues and challenging customers), boost their energy, fuel their resilience, and avoid burnout.
Throughout the sessions workers are provided with a range of tiny tools to help them care for your wellbeing that can be stolen-with-pride
to support themselves and others.
CLICK HERE TO SEE FAST TRACK SAMPLE SLIDES

Each 30-minute Wellbeing Fast Track workshop explores a different
PERMAH Wellbeing pillar with practical, evidence based ideas that all
participants immediately turn into a tiny habit. If you wish our wellbeing
experts are available for up to 30 minutes after each class to answer
people’s questions and provide on-the-spot coaching.

CLICK HERE TO SEE FAST TRACK SAMPLE PLAYBOOKS

Each PERMAH Wellbeing Fast Track workshop includes a digital
playbook complete with a summary of the research shared and a
toolbox of evidence-based ideas for caring for their wellbeing while
working at home and tips and examples for turning these actions into
tiny habits.
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WHAT DOES IT COST TO ADD WELLBEING LEARNING SUPPORT?
Select The PERMAH Wellbeing services you want to tailor a budget that works for your needs.
Wellbeing Learning Support (Optional)

Quantity

Price

Total

20 minute one-on-one PERMAH Wellbeing Survey Debriefs per person

0

$ 49.00

$

60 minute one-on-one PERMAH Coaching Sessions per person

0

$ 397.00

$

PERMAH Fast Track Workshops for up to 30 people
• 7 x 30 minute workshops with digital playbooks + tools (that can be used internally
as you wish) for just $66 per person/per week
• Bonus 30 minute group coaching if desired after each workshop

0

$12,000.00

$

PERMAH Fast Track Workshops for up to 70 people
• 7 x 30 minute workshops with digital playbooks + tools (that can be used internally
as you wish) for just $42 per person/per week
• Bonus 30 minute group coaching if desired after each workshop

0

$18,000.00

$

PERMAH Fast Track Workshops for up to 150 people
• 7 x 30 minute workshops with digital playbooks + tools (that can be used internally
as you wish) for just $27 per person/per week
• Bonus 30 minute group coaching if desired after each workshop

0

$24,000.00

$

Coach The Coach Training for up to 30 people
• 2 x 2 hour coaching sessions

0

$9,000.00

$

Total Cost: Wellbeing Learning Support

$

*Please note if required GST is not included in these costs.

Now up to 25% discount
We are sick of COVID Learning Sale
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WHY CAN YOU RELY ON US?
Sought around the world for our ability to translate cutting-edge research in positive psychology and neuroscience into practical everyday actions, our global
team at The Wellbeing Lab helps people and workplaces thrive. With decades of leadership and research experience in organizations of all sizes, we work
with boards, leadership teams, managers, and employees to help them improve their resilience and grit, boost their wellbeing, and build psychological safety
so they can do the best work of their lives. For example, it has been our privilege and pleasure to serve these clients:

The PERMAH Wellbeing Survey was originally created by Dr. Peggy Kern from the University of Melbourne’s Centre for Positive Psychology and Dr. Michelle
McQuaid, both of whom have had the privilege of working with many of the world’s leading wellbeing researchers including Professors Martin Seligman,
Carol Dweck, Richard Ryan, Amy Edmondson, Angela Duckworth, Kim Cameron, and David Cooperrider, among others. Their work has been featured in
these media outlets from around the world:

Since its launch, the Survey continues to benefit from the many strengths of our registered psychologist and licensed Tiny Habits® Coach Danielle Jacobs
and the technical wizardry and client focus of Martin Suchta and Michelle Millichip.

To try the free individual PERMAH Wellbeing Survey for yourself, just visit:
0416 010 701
www.permahsurvey.com/talenttools
team@talenttools.com.au
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Are
You
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Getting

Gritty?

Accomplishment

P

R

E

A
X

(Seligman, 2012)
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M
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The opportunity for
genuine connection.

A

H

Accomplishment

Relationships

Positive Emotion
The presence of
heartfelt positivity.

E
L

M

The ability to achieve
things that matter.

Engagement

Meaning

Health

The development of
our strengths.

The chance to make a
positive difference.

Moving, sleeping
and eating well.

P
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E
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How you think about stress affects everything from your
wellbeing to what you’re able to achieve in life.
Dr. Kelly McGonigal

True or False?

E
L

1. Stress is bad for your health?

P
M

2. The best way to overcome stress is to remedy the
situation that caused it?
3. Stress negatively impacts performance?

A
X

4. Your beliefs about stress impact your experience of
stress?

E

5. Your beliefs about stress impact your biology?

5 MINUTES
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M
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E
L

Your fight-or-flight stress response creates a rush of fearful
energy and motivation that primes you for self-defense.
Dr. Kelly McGonigal
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E
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Your challenge stress
response increases
confidence,
motivates action and
helps you learn from
the experience.
Dr. Kelly
McGonigal
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M
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E
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Your tend-and-befriend stress response increases courage,
motivates care giving, and strengths your social relationships.
Dr. Kelly McGonigal

Your
Wellbeing

E
L

Nudge

P
M

Stress is simply your body’s way of
saying ‘this moment matters to me’.

E

A
X

Dr Kelly McGonical

Tiny Habit Recipe Example
After I…

I will…

I brush my teeth in
the morning …

Remind myself out
loud that feelings of
stress are my body’s
way of telling me to
pay attention to what’s
happening.

E

An existing routine you
can anchor your new
tiny habit onto, and
use as a cue.

(BJ Fogg, 2019)

P
M

A
X

Anchor Moment

E
L

Then, I celebrate!
Give myself a fist
pump.

Tiny Behavior

Celebration

The new habit routine
you want, scaled back
to be super small and
easy.

Something you do to
create a positive
feeling of reward inside
yourself.

Can You Create A Tiny Habit?

E
L

Create a tiny habit recipe by:

P
M

1. Finding an anchor moment that already exists in your day
and will work well – the right time, the right space, the right
flow – for you new habit.

A
X

2. Choose a starter step or a tiny behavior that can be done in
30 seconds or less for your habit.

E

3. How will you immediately, intensely and authentically
celebrate the behavior each time you do it?

10 MINUTES

Your
Wellbeing

E
L

Nudge

P
M

When you change your mind about stress,
you change your body’s response.

E

A
X

Dr Kelly McGonical

With heartfelt thanks

